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Daily Student Instruction Sheet - TUESDAY 
 

TUESDAY – 4/14/20 

ELA 

Poetry (15 
Minutes) 
 
Literature (30 
Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(Minutes) 
 
Reading (20+ 
minutes) 
 

Poetry 
Goal/Objective: Begin learning “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” by Alfred 
Lord Tennyson 
Materials needed: “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=Parent assistance): 
❏ Read through the poem aloud, two times (I) 
❏ Using a dictionary, look up any unfamiliar words (I) 
❏ Begin committing the first stanza to memory (I) 

 
Literature 
Goal/Objective: Begin reading Chapter 8, Toad’s Adventures, in The Wind in 
the Willows 
Materials needed: The Wind in the Willows, Teacher notes 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Read through Chapter 8 Vocabulary, Part 1 (I) 
❏ Read the first half of Chapter 8 (87-92), ending with “...did his best not to 

overstep the limits of good taste.” (I) 
❏ Answer the check for understanding questions (I) 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective: Practice diagramming sentences with noun clauses 
Materials needed: Teacher Notes from W3 Tuesday/Wednesday, Students 
assignment 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ Review teacher notes from W3 Tuesday/Wednesday (Noun Clauses), 

including the diagrams on the back.  
❏ On the same notes page, add the example diagram from this video. 

(Note: In the video I labelled “chased” as an IC, but it is actually a TA. 
Make that correction on your notes after watching the video) 

❏ Complete diagramming practice 
❏ Check your diagrams with the answer key. 

 

MATH 

(Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: Students will review the statistics unit one page per day, along 
with other review activities over the next several days.  
Materials needed: Study guide, Study guide answer key, Video Review 
❏ Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Students will complete page 1 of the study guide 
❏ (I) Students will check their work with the answer key and rework any 

missed problems.  
❏ (I) Optional: students will watch the video review of page 1 of the study 

guide 
HISTORY 

(30 Minutes) 
History 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45385/the-princess-the-splendour-falls-on-castle-walls
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/7bb86409f4bf6da19f706b46d7e00cdb
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8141a39e0899e3c18b61e9a0618e2813
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/682c1198bba3c26905d0bb1e888f1f54
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/ef23fecbd17fe68084c6d7f290a0713e


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - TUESDAY 

 Goal/Objective: Students will learn about the Spinning Jenny and the Flying 
Shuttle, two inventions that changed the way people lived and worked. They will 
also learn about Samuel Slater and Francis Lowell, who pioneered the Industrial 
Revolution in the United States 
 
Materials needed: Worksheet (Industrial Revolution, Chart of Modern 
Innovations), Reading: From Cottage Industries to Factories, Supplemental 
Video 
 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Using the worksheet provided, find five appliances or devices in your 

home to add to the chart. All of your choices should be things that 
accomplish a specific job or task.  

❏ (I) Read Page 1 of the history reading (From Cottage Industries to 
Factories). You will need the information for this reading for tomorrow’s 
lesson. 

❏ (I) For more information, watch Mrs. Scholl’s supplemental video 
 

LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
All Latin pages 
are found in the 
Specials section. 
 

Latin  
Goal/Objective: Translate adapted text “Lucia et Metella” 
Materials needed: “W4 Tuesday Translation: Lucia et Metella, pt. 1” worksheet 
All Latin pages are found in the Specials section. 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Complete “W4 Tuesday Translation: Lucia et Metella, pt. 1” worksheet 

Specials is no 
longer optional. 
Handouts and 
resources for the 
specials class are 
now in the 
Specials section at 
the end of the 
packet.  
Drama (20 
Minutes) 
 
Music (20 
Minutes) 
 

Drama (Oakenshield and Baggins)  
Goal/Objective: Students will learn about the history of theatre, beginning in 
ancient Greece.  
Materials needed: Reading: The Origins of Drama, Worksheet: The Origins of 
Drama 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Read the The Origins of Drama 
❏ (I) Complete the Worksheet on the Origins of Drama 
❏ (I) Consider this question: If you could write a play based on any story in 

Greek mythology, which story would you choose?  
 
Music (Pevensies and Reepicheep) 
Goal/Objective: Review Grand Staff 
 
Materials needed: Grand Staff review 
 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): IP 
 
❏ IP: Please complete the Grand Staff review sheet (helpful hints in Week 2 

instructions!)  
 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c259b939d80b0c1bb70d8d5a190989ef
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c259b939d80b0c1bb70d8d5a190989ef
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c259b939d80b0c1bb70d8d5a190989ef
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uWCXTt1XSh98Qfh-GaqcvEHiUo3wSW46/view?usp=sharing


Sixth Grade Poetry - Tuesday Week 4 Teacher Notes

A video of Mr. Lucero reciting the poem can be viewed here. 

 

 
BY ALFRED,  LORD TENNYSON  

 

The splendour falls on castle walls  

                And snowy summits old in story:  

         The long light shakes across the lakes,  

                And the wild cataract leaps in glory.  

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying,  

Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying, dying.  

 

         O hark, O hear! how thin and clear,  

                And thinner, clearer, farther going!  

         O sweet and far from cliff and scar  

                The horns of Elfland faintly blowing!  

Blow, let us hear the purple glens replying:  

Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying, dying.  

 

         O love, they die in yon rich sky,  

                They faint on hill or field or river:  

         Our echoes roll from soul to soul,  

                And grow for ever and for ever.  

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying,  

And answer, echoes, answer, dying, dying, dying. 
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Sixth Grade Literature - Tuesday Week 4 Teacher Notes/Independence Practice

1. Chapter 8 Vocabulary, part 1 

 Immured: To enclose or confine someone against their will. 

 Disporting: Enjoying oneself without restraint. 

 Audacious: Showing a willingness to take surprising bold risks. 

 Antimacassar: A piece of cloth put over the back of a chair to protect it. 

 Avidity: Extreme eagerness or enthusiasm. 

 Chaff: Lighthearted joking or banter. 

  

2. Read the first half of Chapter 8 (pgs. 87-92 did his best not to overstep the limits of 
good taste  

o An online version of The Wind in the Willows can be found at: 
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm 

o If you would like to read along with an audio version of the book, it is available at: 
https://librivox.org/the-wind-in-the-willows-by-kenneth-grahame-2/ 

 

3. On loose-leaf paper, answer the following questions with 1-2 complete sentences, direct quotations 
are not required 8 Understanding 

 

 1. Who befriends Toad in prison?  How does he respond to her? 

  

 3. What is the plan for Toad to escape prison? 
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Daily Student Instruction Sheet - WEDNESDAY 
 

WEDNESDAY – 4/15/20 

ELA 

Poetry (15 
Minutes) 
 
Literature (30 
Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(Minutes) 
 
Reading (20+ 
minutes) 
 

Poetry 
Goal/Objective: Continue learning “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” by 
Alfred Lord Tennyson 
Materials needed: “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=Parent assistance): 
❏ Read through the poem aloud, two times (I) 
❏ Continue committing the first stanza to memory (I) 

 
Literature 
Goal/Objective: Finish reading Chapter 8, Toad’s Adventures, in The Wind in 
the Willows 
Materials needed: The Wind in the Willows, Teacher notes 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Read through Chapter 8 Vocabulary, Part 2 (I) 
❏ Read the second half of Chapter 8 (92-98), beginning with “It seemed 

hours before he crossed the last courtyard...” (I) 
❏ Answer the check for understanding questions (I) 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective: Recognize noun clauses that are functioning as the direct 
object of the sentence. 
Materials needed: Teacher Notes 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Read teacher notes and follow instructions. I highly recommend that you 

complete the notes in pencil.  
❏ Watch teacher video and make additional notes on the bottom or back of 

the teacher notes 
 

MATH 

(Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: Students will review statistics by creating their own bar graph. 
Materials needed: Survey results, Graph Page, Optional Pie Chart, Optional 
Video example, Optional colored pencils (no markers!) 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Optional: Students can begin by watching a video example of how to 

create a bar graph. 
❏ (I) Students will use their data collected in their survey to create a bar 

graph representing the results. 
 

HISTORY 

(30 Minutes) 
 

History 
Goal/Objective: Students will complete a reading comprehension check based 
on this week’s History reading. 
 
Materials needed: Worksheet (W4 Reading Comprehension), Reading: From 
Cottage Industries to Factories, Supplemental Video 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45385/the-princess-the-splendour-falls-on-castle-walls
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/7bb86409f4bf6da19f706b46d7e00cdb
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/58cbc78e0a0d8cb1fc13e6284ddb5115
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/f62039843cc6b939fdac2f7a750a8ebd
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/2c6c2b256f73b436971b52c48e1df9d6
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/fe7984a4a6994ee1a59a359e6aa281ba


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - WEDNESDAY 
 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Read Page 2 of the history reading (From Cottage Industries to 

Factories).  
❏ (I) For more information, watch Mrs. Scholl’s supplemental video 
❏ (I) Complete the worksheet, W4 Reading Comprehension 

 
LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
All Latin pages 
are found in the 
Specials section. 

Latin 
Goal/Objective: Translate adapted text “Lucia et Metella” 
Materials needed: “W4 Wednesday Translation: Lucia et Metella, pt. 2” 
worksheet  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Complete “W4 Wednesday Translation: Lucia et Metella, pt. 2” 

worksheet 
Specials are no 

longer optional. 

Handouts and 

resources for the 

specials class are 

now in the 

Specials section at 

the end of the 

packet. 

 
Art (15 Minutes) 
 
PE (15 Minutes) 
 

Art 
Goal/Objective: Learn about Islamic/Decorative Art from 750. 
Materials needed: Colored pencils 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ I: Watch video about Isamic art (LINK) 
❏ I: Using your colored pencils, lay down a thin layer of color in each 

section of the coloring page (Due WEDNESDAY, Wk 5.) 
 

PE 
Goal/Objective: Progress in strength, building upon your W2 numbers 
 
Materials needed: W3 recorded reps, W4 Log (in packet) 

Specific Instructions: (I = Independent; PA = Parent Assisted) 

❏ I: Warmup (optional)  
❏ I: Find 10% of last week’s reps/time (W2 X 0.1) 
❏ I: Add that 10% to your W2 reps/time  
❏ I: Complete Log 
❏ I: Lie-down and Breathe  
❏ I: Record results for future reference 
❏ I: Save log in safe place 

 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/fe7984a4a6994ee1a59a359e6aa281ba


Sixth Grade Literature - Wednesday Week 4 Teacher Notes/Independence Practice

1. Chapter 8 Vocabulary, part 2 

 Repartees: A conversation characterized by quick, witty comments or replies. 

 Baulked: Hesitate or be unwilling to accept an idea or undertaking. 

 Rapture: A feeling of intense pleasure or joy. 

 Supplication: The action of asking or begging for something earnestly or humbly. 

   

2. Read the second half of Chapter 8 (pgs. 92-98), beginn It seemed hours before he crossed 
the last courtyard..  

o An online version of The Wind in the Willows can be found at: 
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm 

o If you would like to read along with an audio version of the book, it is available at: 
https://librivox.org/the-wind-in-the-willows-by-kenneth-grahame-2/ 

 

3. On loose-leaf paper, answer the following questions with 1-2 complete sentences, direct quotations 
are not required (be sure to title your page with your 8 Understanding 

): 

1. After reaching the train station, what problem does Toad discover?  What deal does he make 
to overcome it? 

 2. After riding on the train awhile, what new danger do the driver and Toad become aware of? 

 3. How does Toad finally escape? 
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Daily Student Instruction Sheet - THURSDAY 
 

THURSDAY – 4/16/20 

ELA 

Poetry (15 
Minutes) 
 
Literature (30 
Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(Minutes) 
 
Reading (20+ 
minutes) 
 

Poetry 
Goal/Objective: Continue learning “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” by 
Alfred Lord Tennyson 
Materials needed: “The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls” 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=Parent assistance): 
❏ Read through the poem aloud, two times (I) 
❏ Continue committing the first stanza to memory (I) 

 
Literature 
Goal/Objective: Understand Toad’s actions and motivations in Chapter 8 
Materials needed: The Wind in the Willows, Chapter 8 Discussion Questions 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Complete Chapter 8 Discussion Questions 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective: practice diagramming noun clauses which are functioning as 
the direct object of the main clause. 
Materials needed: Diagramming wars powerpoint, Student Assignment 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ Complete diagramming wars powerpoint on a whiteboard, in your spiral, 

or on a separate sheet or paper. 
❏ Check your diagrams with the answer keys provided in the powerpoint. 
❏ Complete the diagram problem on the short student assignment. 

 

MATH 

(Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: Students will review the statistics unit. 
Materials needed: Teacher Notes, Study guide, Study guide answer key, Video 
Notes and Review 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Students will read and study the teacher notes 
❏ (I) Students can watch the optional notes video. 
❏ (I) Students will complete page 2 of the study guide 
❏ (I) Students will check their work with the answer key and rework any 

missed problems.  
❏ (I) Optional: Students can watch the video review of page 2 of the study 

guide 
SCIENCE 

(30 Minutes) 
 

Science 
Goal/Objective: To understand Charles’ Law and Boyle’s Law  
Materials needed: Teacher notes, loose leaf paper/spiral, pencil/pen 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
 
❏ Watch Mrs. Sharp’s videos demonstrating Charles’ Law and Boyle’s Law (I). 
❏ Make a lab entry and take notes along with the videos (I).  

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45385/the-princess-the-splendour-falls-on-castle-walls
http://www.cleavebooks.co.uk/grol/grahame/wind00.htm
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/167q5ImCaXgLeqeSm1VmvGktJIwZkPG3J1EVHWe4jTxo/edit?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c5abd740f8e377fde886ce759dd0bc38
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/ef735920aec48569f5f77b9d96db9502
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/98fe5b4be55d082c502d4ecfb9ab7bb9
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/27611b9e04c9b0a5124613f3a9e9ba43


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - THURSDAY 

❏ Look over teacher notes to check your understanding and fill in anything 
you might be missing on your own notes (I).  

❏ OPTIONAL: If you can’t watch the video, just simply read through and copy 
down the notes (I).  

❏ Scan or photocopy your notes to turn in with your other graded work 
(PA). 

LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
All Latin pages 
are found in the 
Specials section. 

Latin 
Goal/Objective: 1) Correct this week’s translations of “Lucia et Metella”; 2) 
Learn how to recognize and translate the perfect tense 
Materials needed: 1) Your completed Tuesday and Wednesday worksheets; 2) 
Either “W4 Translation Answer Key” OR access to the Internet; 3) “Recognizing 
and Translating the Perfect Tense” lesson notes  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Check work and make corrections in red pen or pencil; use either: 

❏ “W4 Translation Answer Key”, or … 
❏ Guided translation video 

❏ (I) Read “Recognizing and Translating the Perfect Tense” lesson notes 
Specials are no 

longer optional. 

Handouts and 

resources for the 

specials class are 

now in the 

Specials section at 

the end of the 

packet. 

 
 
Drama (20 
Minutes) 
 
Music (15 
Minutes) 
 
 
 
 

Drama (Oakenshield and Baggins)  
Goal/Objective: Students will begin the process of writing a scene based on a 
story in Greek mythology 
 
Materials needed: Worksheet: Playwriting Exercise 1 
 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Over the next few weeks, we will be walking through the process of 

writing a scene for performance. Using the worksheet titled Playwriting 
Exercise 1, begin to brainstorm about which story from Greek mythology 
you would like to create a scene. 

 
 
Music (Pevensies and Reepicheep) 
Goal/Objective: Identifying notes on the Keyboard 
 
Materials needed: Navigating on the Keyboard worksheet, crayons/colored 
pencils/markers 
 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): IP 
 
❏ IP: Please complete the Keyboard worksheet, this is a simple introduction 

to the Keyboard, note names on the piano, and identifying intervals 
❏ At the bottom of the page where it reads Just for Fun, please complete 

this prompt as a part of your grade.  
❏ Color all of the Cs on the piano keyboard blue 
❏ Color all of the Ds on the keyboard red 
❏ Color all of the Es on the keyboard yellow 
❏ Color all of the Fs on the keyboard green 
❏ Color all of the Gs on the keyboard orange 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/ec4e5ffcad2dc55ab2de802bc8cdf253
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10AeY3k3WOHklnHIg2NPx0dnWQO0lAoW8/view?usp=sharing


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - THURSDAY 

❏ Color all of the As on the keyboard purple 
❏ Color all of the Bs on the keyboard pink 

 
 
 

 



Sixth Grade Literature Week 4 Independent Practice

The Wind in the Willows
Chapters 8 Discussion Questions
Answer the following questions in 3-
embedded and cited in proper MLA format. 

QUESTION

1. What do Toad s interactions with the gaoler s daughter reveal about his character?

2. Why does Toad eventually tell the truth to the engine driver?

3. At the end of the chapter, what conflicting feelings does Toad have about his situation?
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Daily Student Instruction Sheet - FRIDAY 
 

FRIDAY – 3/17/20               CATCH-UP DAY! 

ELA 

Poetry 
 
Literature 
(Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(Minutes) 
 
Reading (20+ 
minutes) 
 

Please use today to catch-up on anything on which you’ve 
fallen behind. You should still read for 20+ minutes per day, 
so don’t forget your reading log. If you are all caught up, 
then see the optional activities below or use this time as 
needed for your family. Did you read the letter at the 
beginning of the packet? We have more ideas for Friday 
there too! 
  
Poetry  
 
Literature 
 
 
Grammar/Writing 
Optional: Find your favorite sentence in The Wind in the 
Willows and diagram it! 
 

MATH 

(Minutes) 
 

Math  
Optional: Wednesday’s math lesson included a space for an 
optional pie graph. Now would be a great time to make that 
graph. 

SCIENCE 

(30 Minutes) 
 

Science 
Optional: Go outside and add to your Nature Journal! 

4-6 LATIN 
(Minutes) 
 

4-6 Latin 
 

OPTIONAL 

Drama (Minutes) 
 
Music (Minutes) 
 
Art (Minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 

Drama 
 
Music 
 
Art 
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W4 LOG     NAME:____________________________ 

WEEK: April 13-17                                                                                                                 PE  Corcoran 

My goal is to increase my 
repetitions every week by 10% 
+ 1 rounded up. For example, 
if my baseline for pushups was 
15, I will do 18 pushups this 
week. 
 
(15 X 0.1) + 1 = 2.5. 
2.5 rounded up = 3 
15 + 3 = 18 pushups 
 

My schedule is as follows. 
W1: 15 - baseline 
W2: 18 
W3: 24 
W4: 27 
W5: 31 
Etc. 

NOTES: You do not record how 
long you lie down and breathe. 
You must do a minimum 5 
minutes on Monday and 
Tuesday.  

Record plank time in seconds. 
Otherwise, you will be trying 
to hold planks far longer of 

planks than you can handle when you increase by 10% + 1 minute. 

Also, the increase of 10% + 1 each week is a GOAL not a requirement! If you try to do more than your baseline but you 
feel weak and in bad form, then just do your baseline. You are not failing. Some days, you cannot even reach your 

 just how we are. But no matter what: JUST DO SOMETHING! Do half of your baseline if you are having a 
down day. If you want to do more after that, then do more.  

Though all this remember: 
  JBP 

Remember to record your reps/times for reference next week!  

Exercise MONDAY 
OPTIONAL 

TUESDAY 
OPTIONAL 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
OPTIONAL 

FRIDAY 
OPTIONAL 

Jumping 
Jacks
OPTIONAL 

Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: 

Burpees  
OPTIONAL 

Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: 

Pushups 
REQUIRED 

Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: 

Planks 
REQUIRED 

Time:  Time: Time: Time: Time: 

Air Squats 
REQUIRED 

Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: 

Jumping 
Jacks 
OPTIONAL 

Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: Reps: 

Lie down 
and 
Breathe
REQUIRED 

5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 
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NAME: ___________________ HOUSE: _________________ 
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